
 + 300 mm, 690 mm, 900 mm lens models
 + 640 x 512, 60 Hz imaging 
 + Continuous and one-touch autofocus
 + Motorized continuous optical zoom
 + Powerful image processing features

The Ventus HOT series is an integration-ready platform designed for 
long-range thermal imaging applications where sensitivity, image clari-
ty, and superior optical performance are essential. The cameras are built 
around an advanced 15 µm pixel pitch Type ll Strained Layer Superlattice 
(T2SLS) detector. This HOT MWIR detector operates at temperatures far 
warmer than traditional InSb MWIR detectors, which means decreased 
load on the cooling mechanism, rapid cool-down times, longer overall 
cooler life, and lower overall cost of ownership. 

Featuring continuous zoom and continuous auto-focus, the Ventus HOT 
is available 15-300 mm, 35-690 mm and 45-900 mm F4.0 lens models. 
The sensor response is tuned for very high atmospheric transmission 
with low absorption by suspended water vapor and CO2.  A powerful 
processing engine provides electronic image stabilization, digital zoom, 
automatic/manual gain control, adaptive contrast control (CLAHE/
LAP), stock and user-defined LUTs, and 32GB of onboard video/still 
storage. Digital video is offered via HDMI or SDI and H.265/H.265 encod-
ed IP stream. Command is over RS422/RS232 serial and/or Ethernet us-
ing command and hardware interfaces standardized across the Ventus 
and Vinden LR product lines.

VENTUS HOT
VGA Resolution MWIR camera engine with long-life cooler

Details

Applications

 + Superior long-range imaging

 + Port, airport, border security

 + Around-the-clock monitoring

 + Security and surveillance

 + Manned, Unmanned Vehicles

 + Custom Integration 

 + Long-distance DRI

 + Asset/infrastructure protection
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Imaging distance: ~5 km, Ventus HOT 900 

The three Ventus HOT continuous opti-
cal zoom camera models are equipped 
with the latest cooled mid-wave infrared 
technology. A high operating temperature 
(HOT) focal plane array requires less cool-
ing, resulting in extended lifetime, lower 
system power, less power to operate and 
lower overall cost of ownership.     



Focus One-touch autofocus, manual

IP video output
Digital video output

MJPEG or H.264/265 encoded RTP
HDMI, SDI

Control Serial or ethernet

Image processing NUC through zoom, automatic gain 
control, CLAHE/LAP alpha blending, 
electronic image stabilization, 
spatial/temporal de-noise, user color 
palettes / LUT

Classification EAR 6A003.b.4.a

*Specifications and descriptions subject to change without notice.

VENTUS HOT
VGA Resolution MWIR camera engine with long life cooler
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Feature Specs

Interface / Environmental

Model Ventus HOT 300 Ventus HOT 690 Ventus HOT 900
Lens EFL (mm) 15-300 mm 35-690 mm 45-900 mm

Resolution 640 x 512

Pixel size(µm) 15 µm

Optical zoom 20x

Digital zoom 4x

Frame rate 60 Hz

Lens F# 4.0

HFOV wide (deg) 35.5 15.6 12.2

HFOV narrow (deg) 1.8 0.8 0.6

IFOV narrow  (µ) 50 22 17

Dimensions (LxWxH) mm 258 x 115 x 92 mm 396 x 210 x 210 mm 476 x 286 x 286 mm

Weight (approx) 2,000 g (4.4 lb) 5,200 g (11.5 lbs) 7,400 g (16.3 lbs)

Ventus HOT 900 
Imaging distance ~ 6 km 

Ventus HOT 300
Imaging distance .5 km 

Ventus HOT 690 
Imaging distnace ~2.5 km 

Ventus HOT 690 
Imaging distance ~ 5 km


